Directions to Parking Lot 22 and TD Ballet Studio Room 1501

Take Highway 101 north through Santa Barbara and exit at Route 217, which is marked “To UCSB/airport” (this exit is immediately after the Patterson Avenue exit). You will want to be on the left lane.

Enter campus via the Henley Gate Entrance, staying to the right after the exit for Sandspit Road.

Merge onto Mesa Road, avoiding the roundabout (Steck Circle) as you enter campus.

Turn left at the third stoplight onto Ocean Road.

Turn right at the stop sign before the bus loop to continue on Ocean Road (blue line on map).

Go straight through two stop lights. Ocean Road will curve to the left.

Turn left at the entrance to Parking Lot 22, which is a large parking structure on your left. After parking and purchasing a permit from a dispenser (located near the elevators), exit the building toward the Student Resource building (bright green line on map.)

Turn left and following the walking path, cross the bike path and Ballet Studio Room 1501 is straight ahead.